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This project was a part of Mirrix’s 33rd weave-along and is split into four parts/weeks.

What you need to begin:

-A Mirrix Loom: An 8" or 12” loom with loom extenders, 12” Loom Tall Edition Loom or
16” or larger loom
-An 18 dent warp coil
-A Weave-Along 33 Meredith Necklace Kit
-A good pair of scissors
-A measuring tape
-A beading needle like a Tulip Beading Needle
-A bead mat or piece of cloth to hold your beads

The techniques we will cover in this tutorial are:

-How to warp a Mirrix loom for bead weaving without the shedding device
-How to follow a bead pattern made on Beadographer software
-How to weave beads without a shedding device
-One method of finishing a bead woven necklace

About this project:

The inspiration for this piece evolved from playing with the new bead program,
Beadographer. I was having so much fun, I decided a weave-along to celebrate this
excellent program was in order. We contacted the creators of Beadographer and came
up with a plan: we would do a weave-along based on a pattern I would create in
Beadographer and we would include one year of access to Beadographer. Once you
are done with this piece you will be able to use what I personally consider the best bead
weaving program of all time: easy to use but extremely powerful. It is the program bead
weavers everywhere have been waiting for.

Beadographer is made by beaders for beaders. They are a husband and wife team from
Connecticut. Will Minter writes the software  and Leah Russell offers customer support.
We asked them to name this necklace. It is named after Leah’s paternal grandmother
who taught her to use her first bead loom at ten years old.

The Meredith necklace might look complicated, but it actually is a wonderful piece for
beginners to learn to weave beads on a loom. We use Myuki Delica beads and C-Lon D
beading thread, our go-to favorites for bead weaving. The original Meredith necklace
was a different colorway. We have reimagined it in pastels. So although the instructions
are the same, both the color and pieces of the pattern have changed. Follow the pattern
but also follow the instructions.

https://mirrixlooms.com/products/the-beadographer-necklace-kit-weave-along-33
https://mirrixlooms.com/products/xuron-corp-precisions-scissors?_pos=1&_psq=prec&_ss=e&_v=1.0
https://mirrixlooms.com/products/tulip-bead-weaving-needles
https://mirrixlooms.com/products/bead-mats-set-of-two?_pos=1&_psq=bead%20mat&_ss=e&_v=1.0


Watch our Weave-Along 33 introduction video here.

Preparing to Weave:

The necklace will be 31 inches long. You will need four to five inches of warp waste on
either end to sew in the ends and to attach the charm. A 16” loom is the smallest loom
you can use unless you use loom extenders on the 8” or 12” looms. Warping this loom
is the same as warping any Mirrix Loom 8” or larger. If you’ve never warped a Mirrix
before, we suggest taking the time to go over our .PDF warping instructions here and
watching our warping video here. We will not be using the shedding device for this
project.

For those of you who have never warped before, here are some other resources I
recommend checking out:

Bead Weaving Basics

Warp Coil Measurements

Bead weaving warp coil cheat sheet

Balancing the Warping Bar (This is an important read if you are planning to use a loom
wider than the 8” Lani Loom)

Confused by Warping? These Exercises Will Help!

Warping

Sett/Warp Coil: 18 EPI, 18 dent warp coil
Width: ¾”
Number of Warp Threads: 12

Warping a Mirrix loom can seem a little bit intimidating if you’ve never done it before.
This is a great first project to warp because it’s thin and does not require the shedding
device, so warping is quick and easy.

First, fold out the legs (or leg) of your loom and ready your supplies.

Set the height of your loom by turning the wing-nuts on either side of the loom. For the
12” Tall, 16” and 19” looms, extend the loom as far as you can. The piece is 31 and a
half inches tall. You need four inches of loom waste at the start and end of your piece.
On a larger loom (including looms with loom extenders) you can put on a longer warp..
On these looms make sure you have at least 39 inches of warp in total. If you have
enough warp to leave five inches on each end, please do so.

https://youtu.be/7rEupO6kycg
https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/2375/8991/files/beadworkwithoutsheddingdevice.pdf?2701190756024319323
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jO9IV3NYULU&list=PLwoiT3NmB1ybYynwLzFdhYlhw50Jjv6Ua&index=2
https://www.mirrixlooms.com/pages/bead-weaving-basics
https://mirrixlooms.com/pages/warp-coil-measurements
https://www.mirrixlooms.com/blogs/mirrix-blog/bead-weaving-warp-coil-cheat-sheet
https://www.mirrixlooms.com/blogs/mirrix-blog/how-to-balance-your-warping-bar
https://www.mirrixlooms.com/blogs/mirrix-blog/confused-by-warping


Next, put your 18-dent warp coil (also referred to as a spring) in the coil tray on the top
bar of the loom. Simply loop each end of the warp coil over the brass pieces on either
side of the loom.



This warp coil comes with all looms that have a shedding device. To check which is your
18-dent coil, place the coil on the loom, measure an inch and count the dents (spaces in
the spring). There should be 18 dents in one inch. It will be your longest coil if you have
a set of four. If you do not have an 18 dent warp coil. Since this piece is so thin you
could also get away with using a 14 dent coil making sure you pull in tightly when you
begin to set the set.

Next, measure where on the loom the wooden clips are to make sure they are at the
same height. You want the clips somewhere on the top third of the loom. Turn them so
the longer part is facing the back of the loom. If you have a newer loom that has not yet
been used, you will have to unscrew the white plastic screw, swing it to the back of the
clip and re-screw it in to secure the clip to the loom.

Place the warping bar (the thicker aluminum bar) in the indentations in the wooden clips
and push the clips slightly inward to secure the bar.

If you have a loom larger than a 12” Loom, it is best to warp this piece on one side of
the loom instead of in the center. The reason you would want to do this is to balance the
warping bar. If we were to weave a relatively thin piece in the center of a wide loom,
once the loom is warped, the warping bar would be unbalanced. By warping on one side
of the loom and then balancing the warping bar with a piece of string, cord or ribbon the
other side (or warping another piece on the other side of the loom) we guarantee that
our warping bar is balanced. You can learn more about balancing the warping bar here.

You will warp your loom in every dent (a dent is a space in the spring) across until you
have 12 warp threads (counted at the top of the loom.)

The concept of warping is fairly straightforward. First, you tie your warp (in this case, the
C-Lon beading thread, which is also what you will use to string up your beads) to the
warping bar. Then, you wrap the warp around the outside of the loom. Every time you

https://mirrixlooms.com/blogs/mirrix-blog/how-to-balance-your-warping-bar


reach the warping bar, you loop around it and go back in the direction you just came
from. That’s it.

These are my four rules of warping a Mirrix:

Rule One: Never bring your warp through the center of your loom. You will ALWAYS be
wrapping AROUND the loom. Periodically check to see that you haven’t accidentally
brought your warp through the center of the loom.

Rule Two: Never try to hold a conversation, watch a television show or read a book
while warping. Maybe when you’re an expert you can do that, but for now, concentrate.
In that same vein, you don’t want to drop your warp while you are warping if you can
help it because that could cause issues with your tension. When warping a Mirrix, you
don’t need TIGHT tension (the loom will do that for you later) but you do need EVEN
tension.

Rule Three: Be a perfectionist. I’m not a perfectionist and I tend to do things at, pardon
the pun, warp speed. But warping needs perfection. One mistake can cause you trouble
and confusion, so your best bet is to go slowly and make sure everything is even and
not messy from the get go. Trust me on this one.

Rule Four: Be patient with yourself. I’ve taught a lot of people how to warp. Some
people get it right away. Others don’t. If you’re in the latter category, don’t beat yourself
up. Keep trying and pretty soon it will be second nature!

Let’s get started!

Figure out where you want the center of your piece to be on the loom. Then measure
about 1/2 inch to the left. This is where you will begin warping. (Unless you are warping
on one side of your loom because you are using a larger loom, as discussed above.)

At this place, take your warp thread and tie it in a double knot to the warping bar.



Next, bring your warp thread from the warping bar over the top of the loom from the
back.



When you hit the warp coil, place your warp thread into one of the spaces in the coil.
Again, this is called a dent.

Bring your warp thread down the front of the loom and then under the loom from the
front to the back.



Continue up the back of the loom until you hit the warping bar. Then, loop your warp
around the warping bar and bring it back towards the bottom of the loom. This loop can
be from the front to the back of the warping bar or from the back to the front.

Continue bringing your warp down the loom in the back and then under the loom and up
the front.



When you hit the warp coil, you will want to place it in the next dent over from where the
first warp thread is.

Continue over the top of the loom and down the back until you hit the warping bar.
Again, loop around the bar and come back in the direction that you came from.



When you hit the warp coil again (this time coming over the top from the back of the
loom) you will again place the warp in the next dent over.

Now, keep repeating these steps, bringing your warp thread around the loom, looping
around and coming back the way you came when you hit the warping bar and placing
your warp thread in the warp coil.

Click here to watch a video showing the continuation of the warping process for this
piece.

When you have warped 12 warp threads across, tie off on the bar, making sure to keep
even tension.

At this point you can place your spring bar (if you have one) in your top warp coil,
making sure it goes over the warp threads to keep them securely in the warp coil.

Next, take the warping bar out of the clips by swinging them outward and move it down
to the bottom of the loom. If it is difficult to do this, loosen your tension slightly by turning
your wing-nuts.

https://youtu.be/Njh_CyiONC0


If you have warped on one side of the loom, now is the time to tie a ribbon/string on the
other side to balance your warping bar.

Now, tighten your tension slightly by turning the wing-nuts counter-clockwise.

At this point, take some time to make sure your warp threads are spaced evenly. Adjust
them at the bottom of the loom and measure at both the top and bottom of the loom to
make sure the width of your piece is even.



Now that you’ve warped your loom, it’s time to start weaving! Watch the week two
introduction video here.

Accessing The Bead Pattern:
Log in to Beadographer

Click “Menu” (upper left)
Click “My Projects”
Click “Load from code” (top center button)
Enter project key: H31P8C

You can then view the pattern on Beadographer and export to a .PDF by going to
“Export” in the menu.

Select: Title, Subtitle, Project image, Bead list, and Word charts

Choose Options: Starting bead bottom left, beading direction horizontal

And then click “Create PDF” at the bottom of the page. (Ignore the message that says,
“Canvas has empty beads. Consider trimming the canvas before exporting.”)

You can then view the .PDF on your device or print it.

You can also download the .PDF directly from our website here.

How to Read a Bead Pattern:
There are three main parts of a bead pattern: the Bead List, the Pattern Diagram and
the Word Chart. The Bead List lists the beads you are using and shows the color the
bead is listed as in the pattern and the symbol used in the word chart (A, B, C, D, etc.)

The Pattern Diagram is a chart showing where each bead is placed. For this pattern
there are 11 beads shown horizontally and 500 shown vertically.

The Word Chart shows each row in symbols with the number of each bead color in that
row.

Note that you will read the pattern and word chart from the bottom up since we will be
weaving from the bottom up.

https://youtu.be/7wldOmfysuE
https://youtu.be/7wldOmfysuE
https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/2375/8991/files/Pastel_Meredith_Necklace_-final_pattern.pdf?v=1669051174


You can either follow the pattern, the word chart or a mix of both! Some people highlight
their word charts as they weave so they know where they are. (This is important to keep
track of!)

Weaving

If you’ve never woven beads on a loom before, before we begin check out this video we
made on how to do it. It’s actually very simple:

1. Pick up with your threaded needle one fewer bead than the number of warp threads
you have. (Note: This is if you are weaving beads all the way across your piece.)

2. Place your beads BEHIND and BETWEEN your warp threads.

3. Sew through the beads ON TOP of your warp threads, securing them to the warp.

4. Repeat!

Let’s get started:

Cut a six-foot length of beading thread and thread it into your beading needle. Loosely
tie the end of the thread to the left threaded side bar of your loom leaving a two foot
long tail. You will begin weaving with the tail (which you will use to weave the
decreasing rows to the point that begins the piece).

This piece begins with a point, not a straight line, and increases to eleven beads after
five passes. It is easier to decrease when beading so we are going to begin weaving

https://youtu.be/aHBNmRxPXPA


with the first full row (row 5 in  your bead pattern) and then use the tail to weave down to
the point.

Start weaving about an inch above the top of the bottom beam.

Pick up the first full row of beads with your needle and place them behind and in
between the warp threads as described above. Sew through the top of the beads to
attach them to the warp.

Tie the end that was tied around the threaded rod and the other end of your thread
together.



Thread your needle with the tail of your thread as you will be weaving down to the point
with it.

Sew through the first bead on the left side of the piece.

Take your thread to the back by sticking your needle between the first and second warp
threads and pick up the next row of beads below (row 4.) Place those beads behind and
in between the warp threads and sew through the tops of them. You have decreased
one warp on the left. Since you are only using 9 beads, you are decreasing one warp on
the right as well.



Next, take the working thread behind the warp and make a loop around the second
warp thread from the left.

In order to decrease one bead, sew through the first bead in the row you just wove. The
loop you made around the warp thread will prevent the bead from being unwoven.



Pick up seven beads (row 3.)

Take your needle to the back of the loom so that your first bead will start between the
third and fourth warps on the left, once again decreasing by one warp. With your beads
behind the warp, take the needle to warp nine and sew back through the beads. You
have decreased your piece by one bead on each side.

Repeat for two more rows (rows 2 and 1), decreasing one bead on each side, until you
get to the point. Remember that on the left you need to make a loop around the warp
thread otherwise you will end up unweaving the beads. Once you’ve woven through the
final point bead, just let your thread rest.



Next, you will start weaving up. Pick up the next row of beads (row seven) with the
original thread and place them in between and behind the warp threads. Sew back
through the tops of the beads. Continue following the pattern.up.

Replacing Your Thread

At some point your thread will be too short to work with. I find that once I can no longer
reach my beads with the needle that I need to replace the thread. To end the thread:
Make a loop around the left warp with your thread. This will both anchor the thread but
also prevent you from unweaving it.



Take your needle through the bottom row coming out of an interior bead.

Make a knot around the warp next to the bead your thread came out from.



Pull your needle through the rest of the row. You can trim the tail later.

To start a new thread, sew through the second to last row.



Make a loop around the right warp thread to secure it. If you don’t make this loop you
will unweave that row.

Sew through the top row. Remember that this new thread needs to emerge from the left.



You can trim the thread that is emerging from the side of your piece as you go or wait to
the end to trim all of them at once.

Once your new thread is started, you are ready to continue weaving the pattern.



Mistakes:

There are a few mistakes one typically makes. The first one is to not sew through a
bead correctly so that the bead is not actually attached to the warp. If you discover this
well past where you are weaving, just cut a new piece of thread and sew it through the
row below, tying a knot around a warp thread. Then head up to the row was the
recalcitrant bead and sew through that row, making sure you capture that bead.

Another mistake is to misread the pattern or you’ve picked up the wrong bead. In this
pattern the two golds (shinny and matt finish) look similar in the pattern. Fortunately, the
letters help you see which is which. But let’s say you start using the shiny gold and it
should have been the matte finish gold, it doesn’t matter as long as it is symmetrical. I
am not saying go it on your own. I am just saying that if it looks good and you used the
wrong bead, you don’t need to worry about it. Unweaving beads is not so much fun so it
should be avoided as much as possible. I am always afraid I might clip a warp thread
which would be an unmitigated disaster and which I have done way too many times.

So how do you fix a broken warp thread? Yes, it is possible. Release the tension on the
loom and splice in a new piece of warp thread where the break is. Tie surgeon knots
(which is a square knot with one extra loop). They are called a surgeon’s knots because
surgeon’s use this knot since they most likely do not like going back in to fix a stitch, I
imagine this knot is foolproof. It works well either under tension or not under tension and
it does not undo itself. Test to see that the warp you fixed is the same tension as the
other ones. Put tension on and once again make sure that thread is under the same
tension as the rest. Trim the tails and do your best to bury the knots in your piece. Not
ideal. But losing a bead piece you are working on is not at all ideal!

Keep Weaving!

Watch the week three introduction video here.

https://youtu.be/6phhjIUIZF8


Keep weaving until you get to row 443

At that point you will need to decrease to a point. Pun intended!

To do this: Tie a loop around the left side warp. The reason for this is that you will be
sewing through the left bead in order to decrease by one bead. If you don’t make that
loop you will unweave that bead. For every decrease up until the point you will have to
tie that loop before sewing through the bead to decrease.

In order to decrease by one bead, sew through the left bead



Insert your thread between warps one and two so that your thread is at the back of the
piece.



Pick up seven beads according to the pattern and place them behind and in between
the warp threads. Take your thread to the front between warps 11 and 12 and sew
through the tops of the beads.



Make a loop around warp 2.

Sew through the left bead.

Pick up seven beads and put them behind and in between the warp threads.



Sew through the tops of the beads.

Sew through the left bead. You’ve got the drill down!



As before, take your five beads behind and in between the warp and sew through the
tops of the beads. We are almost at the point!



Weave three beads in the next row following the previous method.

You are now going to sew in that one last bead that makes the point. Whatever tail you
have, just leave as if it is long enough it will be useful for attaching the gold heart
charms during finishing.



Next, we will be taking the piece off the loom and trimming the stray weft ends and
sewing in the warp ends. Not nearly as much fun as weaving but it should only take you
fifteen minutes or so and then you have the final product and you can start on a new
piece.

Finishing Your Necklace:

You can watch the week four introduction video here.

This week you will finish your piece which will include:

-Trimming the ends coming out of the side of your necklace.
-Sewing the warp ends back into the piece on both ends.
-Stringing onto either the leftover thread coming out of the end bead or, if that is not long
enough, you will need to sew that end into the piece and  add a new one. You will use
this thread to pick up some gold beads and to attach the gold heart charms.

https://youtu.be/JfMwWYd_8Dc


To remove your piece from your loom, release the tension by turning the wing-nuts
counter clockwise. Remove the warping bar. There you have it, a pile of woven beads!
Trim the ends coming out of the side of the piece as close as you possibly can so they
don’t show. Always, when trimming anything on a bead piece, make sure you do not cut
the wrong thread. Since they are rather thin and closely spaced, it can happen.

You will need to finish the warp ends on both sides of the piece. Trim the loops at the
end of the warp ends excluding the end coming out of the last bead which you will use
to attach the gold charm. If that thread is too short you will have to sew it back into your
piece and attach a new thread to attach the gold charm. In our case the thread was long
enough.



Sew through a few beads.



Tie a loop around the warp thread where your needle emerges. This loop will secure the
thread.

Sew through the rest of the row coming out at the side of the piece.



Thread the next thread and sew it through a few beads. Tie a loop around the warp
thread to secure it. For this end and the rest of them instead of sewing to the other side
of the piece, sew back from where you came. Why? Because you want to avoid having
too much thread going through the beads. If you have too much thread going through a
bead you might find yourself unable to put an additional thread through that bead or you
might break the bead. So if you sew back from whence you came you will reduce the
amount of thread build up.

Sew in all the warp threads in this manner.

Trim the ends at the side. Do NOT accidentally trim any other ends. Have I done this in
the past. YES! And you do not want to. I think if you did there would be a way to save
the piece. But beads can be finicky. I will modify a common saying to: think twice and
cut once!



Lastly you are going to string the gold heart charms. If the thread coming out of the final
bead is long enough you can use that. If it is not long enough, sew it back into the piece
and attach a new thread in the same manner you attached a new weft thread when
weaving. String 40 of the bright gold beads or so. String the gold heart charm.



Sew back through the eleventh bead so that ten beads encircle the hole of the charm.

Sew through the rest of the beads. To secure the end of this thread, sew it up through
the piece securing it with a loop before sewing through some more beads and trimming
the end.

Place your two ends next to each other. Start a new thread and then sew the sides of
the two ends together. Just go through a couple of beads at the side. These beads have



not been sewn through so no need to worry.

Sew together seven rows and then bury the thread back in the piece.

There she is!



Now that you have finished this piece we thought you might want to try your hand at
another piece. We are including a bracelet pattern including the beads you used in your
necklace. In Beadographer use the project key NNMQEB to get the pattern.

The bracelet pattern makes a piece three quarters of an inch wide. We suggest using
the three quarter inch beadslide clasp to finish it.

To determine the length of the bracelet: I wove the complete piece. My wrist is exactly 6
inches in circumference.  The pattern we provided is 6.38 inches long. To determine
how long to make this piece measure your wrist. If it is 7 inches, add an inch to the
piece. Just design and add some symbols similar to the ones that are established. The
bracelet will fit your wrist perfectly.

https://mirrixlooms.com/collections/weaving-accessories/products/elegant-elements-bracelet-clasps?variant=4864458752030)


We hope you’ve had fun weaving this piece and will continue to use the wonderful
Beadographer software to make many more pieces in the future.

If you'd like us to share your finished work with us, email elena@mirrixlooms.com with a
picture! We can't wait to see what you've created!

mailto:elena@mirrixlooms.com

